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lectro-optic modulator capable of generating
imultaneous amplitude and phase modulations

enedict J. Cusack, Benjamin S. Sheard, Daniel A. Shaddock, Malcolm B. Gray,
ing Koy Lam, and Stan E. Whitcomb

We report on the analysis and prototype characterization of a dual-electrode electro-optic modulator that
can generate both amplitude and phase modulations with a selectable relative phase, termed a quadra-
ture variable modulator �QVM�. All modulation states can be reached by tuning only the electrical
inputs, facilitating real-time tuning, and the device has shown good suppression and stability properties.
A mathematical analysis is presented, including the development of a geometric-phase representation for
modulation. The experimental characterization of the device shows that relative suppressions of 38, 39,
and 30 dB for phase, single sideband, and carrier-suppressed modulations, respectively, can be obtained
as well as that the device is well behaved when scanning continuously through the parameter space of
modulations. The QVM is compared with existing optical configurations that can produce amplitude
and phase-modulation combinations in the context of applications such as the tuning of lock points in
optical-locking schemes, single-sideband applications, modulation fast-switching applications, and ap-
plications requiring combined modulations. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 230.0230, 230.4110, 230.2090, 230.5440, 230.0250.
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. Introduction

lectro-optic modulators are ubiquitous in modern
ptics laboratories. Typical devices are designed
pecifically to produce either amplitude modulation
r phase modulation, mounted on laser beams.
any applications use modulation as a means of in-

ormation transmission or as a means of measure-
ent by exploiting a frequency-dependent dispersion

n the subject’s optical system. In these applications
single device capable of producing an arbitrary

uadrature of modulation �amplitude or phase or a
ombination� is invaluable for simplifying the design
f experiments, for improving the quality of results,
nd for diagnostics.
Existing optical configurations capable of produc-
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ng arbitrary combinations of amplitude and phase
odulations include an arrangement of a phase mod-
lator and amplitude modulator in series1 and also
n arrangement of two-phase modulators used in a
ach–Zehnder interferometric setup, also known as
Mach–Zehnder modulator �MZM�. A fiber-optic

ersion of the MZM is commercially available as a
ne-piece unit.2 MZM devices have been well char-
cterized elsewhere, particularly for fiber-optic appli-
ations.3

In this paper we present an experimental charac-
erization of a new dual-electrode electro-optic device
alled the quadrature variable modulator �QVM�.
n brief the QVM �see Fig. 1�a�� consists of two mod-
lating crystals in series, with separate voltage elec-
rodes, with crystal axes aligned perpendicularly to
ach other. With the appropriate selection of input
oltages and the optical polarization state, all possi-
le single-frequency modulation states can be pro-
uced. Like the fiber-optic MZM the non-fiber-optic
VM is also a one-piece device �excepting polariza-

ion optics� that gives both devices an advantage by
educing the number of degrees of freedom able to
rift or creep.
In addition we present a geometric-phase theory of

lectro-optic modulation, called the modulation-
phere formulation, in analogy with the Poincaré
phere description for polarization states.4 Our the-
September 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 26 � APPLIED OPTICS 5079
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ry provides a complete, thorough, and lucid descrip-
ion of modulation and of the transfer properties of
evices such as the QVM. We demonstrate use of
he theory by calculating the transfer function �elec-
rical to optical� of the QVM device, both by using
ptical-field phasors and by using modulation-sphere
arameters, and discuss the pros and cons of the two
athematical descriptions. We found that the
odulation-sphere representation is particularly
seful for gaining visual insight into the dynamics of
he QVM.

Choosing a figure of merit with which to assess the
evice is difficult in general and depends on the mod-
lation requirements of the application in question.
e address this issue here by identifying two char-

cteristics that might be expected of the modulations
tates produced by the device: variability and pu-
ity. The variable nature of the device is brought
ut by experiments that require real-time tuning of
he modulator across its parameter space. Other ex-
eriments rely on precise selection of a small number
f operating points where the purity of the modula-
ions produced directly influences the success of the
xperiment.
One anticipated use for the QVM device is in

ptical-feedback control of the resonance condition of
Fabry–Perot cavity or the fringe condition of a
ichelson interferometer. The rf modulation tech-

iques used to lock these devices are Pound–Drever–
all locking5 and Schnupp modulation locking6 and
re both based on the properties of the devices that
onvert �injected� phase modulation �PM� to ampli-

ig. 1. �a� Schematic of the QVM. Two modulating crystals are
ositioned in series with the modulating axes at 90°. A laser
eam of elliptical polarization passes through each crystal and
hen through a vertically polarizing element. �b� The subset of
nput beam polarization states considered here is all states where
here is an equal optical-field amplitude in both the left- and the
ight-diagonal components. The � term equals the phase between
hese components: � � 0 �vertical�, ��4, ��2 �circular�, 3��4, and
�horizontal�. �c� Phasor diagram representing the transfer func-

ion given by Eq. �3�. If the input electrical signals are repre-
ented as rotating phasors ��̃1 and �̃2�, the corresponding phasors
hat represent the output phase and amplitude modulations �P̃ and
˜ � are proportional to ��̃1 	 �̃2� and ��̃1 
 �̃2�, respectively.
080 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
ude modulation �AM�, which is then demodulated to
ive an error-signal readout. In both cases the de-
ault locking point is at a turning point in the trans-
itted �or reflected� optical-field intensity; injection

nto the device of additional AM �along with the de-
ault PM� causes the device to lock with an offset
elative to the turning point. Moreover the quadra-
ure of AM required for Pound–Drever–Hall locking
s orthogonal to that required for Schnupp modula-
ion locking, introducing the possibility of indepen-
ently tuning two lock points at once in a coupled
ystem. This rf offset-locking application is our case
tudy example to demonstrate the variability prop-
rty of a prototype QVM; the technique may be useful
or future configurations of large-scale gravitational
ave detector7 with the feature of facilitating real-

ime tuning of detector frequency responses.8–10

The QVM device is capable of generating several
ure states that have various applications as well as
roviding a natural way to test the purity property of
he prototype. Single-sideband modulation, for ex-
mple, requires an equal combination of AM and PM
n quadrature. The subject has arisen a number of
imes in optical-fiber technology, where, for example,
signal that is single sideband modulated is immune

o fiber dispersion penalties,2 and the technique has
lso been suggested for subcarrier-multiplexing sys-
ems.11 Single-sideband modulation has been
chieved by other means: optically filtering out one
ideband,12 cascaded amplitude and phase modula-
ors,1 Mach–Zehnder modulators,3 and more complex
rrangements.13,14 Here we demonstrate that the
VM is at least comparable regarding suppression

apabilities, achieving a sideband suppression of 39
B.
The QVM can produce PM or AM states with purity

imited by the accuracy of polarization optics �includ-
ng the birefringent effects of the device itself �. Al-
hough these states are obtainable with off-the-shelf
mplitude or phase modulators, applications in
oherent-state quantum cryptography require fast
witching between AM and PM for which the QVM is
deal.15 Other applications, including some quan-
um communication protocols,16,17 also benefit from
asy access to a tuned, stationary combination of AM
nd PM. In both cases it is essential that the mod-
lation device maintain a high level of accuracy in
aintaining a selected modulation state. For a con-

rete example the QVM was able to produce a pure
M state with the residual AM beat suppressed by 38
B compared with a similar-input-electrical-power
ure AM state.
Additionally we show that the QVM �or indeed any

wo-crystal amplitude modulator� can produce a
arrier-suppression state, where the output consists
f only two modulation sidebands. The QVM was
sed to generate 30 dB of carrier suppression as mea-
ured by a heterodyne beat signal.
In Section 2 we give a mathematical description of

he QVM in terms of optical-field phasors �Subsection
.B� and the modulation sphere formulation �Subsec-
ion 2.C�. The transfer functions from these two
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ubsections are derived in Appendixes A and B, re-
pectively. In Section 3 we describe a characteriza-
ion experiment conducted on a prototype QVM with
he experimental layout described in Subsection 3.B
nd the results presented in Subsection 3.C. We
ummarize the main results of the study in Section 4.

. Theoretical Model

. Overview

efore we proceed a simple analogy may help to clar-
fy the inner workings of a QVM device and lend
hysical insight. A Mach–Zehnder modulator in-
olves splitting a beam into two parts, separately
hase modulating each part, then recombining the
wo parts on a beam splitter. The QVM is physically
quivalent to this where the two interferometer paths
re collinear but different in polarization. Each
VM crystal modulates one and only one polarization

omponent. We identify the phase between the elec-
ric fields in the two polarization states as the inter-
erometric recombination phase. The birefringent
ave plates used to create the initial polarization

ake the place of the input beam splitter, and a po-
arizing beam splitter facilitates the output recombi-
ation. The recombination phase is adjustable �by
odifying the polarization state�, and one can control

he amplitudes and phases of the single-beam phase
odulations generated by each of the two crystals.
hrough manipulation of these input parameters the
ser has complete control over the interference con-
ition of the two carrier beams and separately over
he interference of the lower and the upper sidebands
enerated by the modulating crystals. This
mounts to having complete freedom to choose any
odulation state by the appropriate choice of the

nput parameters.
As an example, consider two identically phase-
odulated beams where the optical phase of one

eam is advanced by 90° and the modulation phase of
he other beam is advanced by 90°. The result, on
nterference of the two beams, is that one resultant
ideband is exactly canceled out and the other is ad-
itively reinforced, producing a single sideband state.
ne can intuitively arrive at all the modulation

tates discussed in this paper by reasoning along
hese lines. In Subsection 2.B we quantify such rea-
oning into a mathematical theory of the QVM.

. Transfer Function of the Quadrature Variable
odulator

he QVM �see Fig. 1�a�� consists of two modulating
rystals in series with separate voltage sources and
ith modulating axes at right angles to each other.

t is used by sending a laser beam of elliptical polar-
zation through the device and then through a lin-
arly polarizing filter angled at 45° to the modulating
xes of the crystals, which taps off or dumps a pro-
ortion of the optical power.
The choice of the polarization state of the incident

eam has a crucial effect on the transfer character-
stics of the system. We restrict ourselves to a sub-
10
et of polarization states, those in which there is
qual power in the polarization components aligned
ith each modulating crystal axis. �The unre-

tricted case is the subject in Appendixes A and B.�
quivalently we require that the polarization be el-

iptical with major and minor axes aligned at 45° to
oth crystal axes. For concreteness we choose the
llipse axes to be horizontal and vertical and the
rystal axes to be left and right diagonal �as in Fig.
�a��. We define angle � as the phase difference be-
ween left-diagonal and right-diagonal electric-field
omponents of the light exiting the crystals �see Fig.
�b��. The identity

tan2��

2� �
Ph

Pv
(1)

ollows, where Ph,v are the powers in the horizontal
nd the vertical polarization components of the input
aser beam. We introduce this degree of freedom
ith the application of gravitational wave-detector

ocking schemes in mind, where laser power is at a
remium: Choosing � so that the beam is almost
ertically polarized allows us to retain the majority of
he input carrier power while retaining full access to
ll modulation states albeit with reduced amplitude.
Note that, in the ideal situation where both crys-

als have identical refractive indices and lengths, the
hase angle � �and hence the polarization state� is the
ame before and after the modulator. However, a
eal device almost certainly does not have identical
rystals so that the relative phase between left- and
ight-diagonal components may well be changed by
he crystals, in which case � should describe the po-
arization state of the light exiting the modulator just
efore it reaches the linearly polarizing filter.
The inputs to the two crystal electrodes are sinu-

oidal voltages of frequency �m; we describe these as
omplex phasors �̃j � �j exp�i�j� � j � 1, 2, and i �

1� so that the single-crystal phase modulations

re given by ���̃j exp�i�mt�� � �j cos��mt 	 �j�, where
and �, respectively, return the real and the imag-

nary components of a complex variable.
We can similarly write the output phase and the

mplitude modulations as complex phasors P̃ � P
xp�i�P� and Ã � A exp�i�A�, where the optical-field
mplitude exiting the QVM can be shown to be

Eout � Ein�cos���2� � i��P̃ exp�i�m t��

� ��Ã exp�i�m t���

� Ein�cos���2� � iP cos��m t � �P�

� A cos��m t � �A��, (2)

here Ein is the input optical-field amplitude. In
q. �2� we assumed small single-crystal modulation
epths ��j �� 1�, and we factored away the net optical-
hase dependence.
September 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 26 � APPLIED OPTICS 5081
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The relationship between input and output param-
ters for the QVM device can be shown to be

P̃ �
1
2

cos��

2���̃1 � �̃2�,

Ã �
1
2

sin��

2���̃1 � �̃2�. (3)

Proof of this transfer function is outlined in Appen-
ix A.�
An important observation from Eqs. �3� is that the

hases of the AM and the PM track the phases of the
um and the difference, respectively, of the electrical
ignals. Thus an electronic oscillator for use in de-
odulation schemes is readily available and can be

alibrated once for all operating points. This phase-
racking property holds for any choice of �; the effect
f a change in polarization ellipticity is to change the
verall quantity of PM or AM available �as well as the
verall beam power in Eq. �2��.
Returning briefly to the topic of conserving as much

arrier power as possible for applications of the grav-
tational wave detector, we derive a useful rule of
humb for selecting an appropriate amount of power
o tap off. Consider Eq. �3� when we set �̃1 � i�̃2 so
hat �̃1 	 �̃2 and �̃1 
 �̃2 have the same magnitude.
We do this in order to focus on the coefficients of the
omplex �̃j phasors.� The ratio of modulation power
etween the AM and PM components is �Ã�2��P̃�2 �
an2���2�, and, comparing this with Eq. �1�, we have

�Ã�2

�P̃�2
�

Ph

Pv
. (4)

o, the fraction of power tapped off is directly propor-
ional to the fraction of modulation power available to
e expressed as AM �rather than PM�. Typically
hen, if 10% of the output power is tapped off and the
ser wishes to produce alternately a pure PM state
nd then a pure AM state �each of the same modula-
ion power�, the AM state requires nine times the
nput electrical power in compensation compared
ith the PM state.
It is apparent from Eqs. �2� and �3� that for � � �

he carrier and the PM contribution vanish, leaving
nly the AM component. This is the carrier suppres-
ion operating point where only two sidebands re-
ain. The modulation ceases to be of the phase or

mplitude type because of the absence of a carrier as
phase reference, although the modulation retains

ts beat phase through the second harmonic in optical
ower.
A rearrangement of Eq. �2� clarifies the nature of

ingle-sideband modulation:

Eout � Ein�cos���2� �
1
2

�Ã � iP̃�exp�i�m t�

�
1
2

�Ã � iP̃�* exp�
i�m t�� , (5)
082 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
here the exp��i�mt� terms represent optical side-
ands at ��m relative to the optical carrier frequency
nd an asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. It is
lear then that choosing Ã � �iP̃ eliminates either
ne or the other of the sidebands. In other words, a
ingle-sideband state corresponds to having equal
mounts of PM and AM where the two modulations
re in quadrature.

. Modulation Sphere Formulation

e now define a geometric-phase representation of
he modulation parameters of the system to further
larify the transfer characteristics of the QVM device.
his is analogous to using Stokes parameters and the
oincaré sphere representation for optical polariza-
ion states.4 In this case we transform from the
omplex quantities P̃ and Ã to a set of �real� coordi-
ates �M1, M2, M3� in M space through the transfor-
ation:

M1 � P2 � A2,

M2 � 2PA cos��P � �A� � 2��P̃Ã*�,

M3 � 2PA sin��P � �A� � 2��P̃Ã*�. (6)

A single point in M space represents a distinct
odulation state. In particular the M-space repre-

entation suppresses the common �beat� phase of the
odulation state; the equations are defined in terms

f the relative phase difference between AM and PM
ontributions. This is a useful simplification in that
ow every physically distinct modulation corre-
ponds to one point and one only. On the other
and, one cannot use this representation for calcula-
ions of demodulation phase tracking when the phys-
cal significance of the modulation’s overall phase is
enewed by the presence of an external �electrical�
hase reference.
The three M-space parameters can be interpreted

s follows: M1 measures the extent to which one
ind of modulation �AM or PM� dominates over the
ther, M2 measures the degree to which the present
M and AM components are correlated or anticorre-

ated in phase, and M3 measures the degree to which
he present PM and AM components are in quadra-
ure phase to each other and thus also measures the
xtent to which one frequency sideband has more
ower than the other. We also define the modula-
ion power by M0 � P2 	 A2, from whence M0

2 �

1
2 	 M2

2 	 M3
2 follows. Therefore a surface of

onstant M0 is a sphere in the M space �see Fig. 2�b��.
We attach particular significance to modulation

tates whose M-space coordinates lie on one cardinal
xis. The point �	M0, 0, 0� represents pure PM, and
he point �
M0, 0, 0� represents pure AM. The
oints �0, �M0, 0� represent correlated and anticor-
elated PM and AM, and �0, 0, �M0� represent upper
nd lower single-sideband states. Details of these
tates are summarized in Table 1. These states,
articularly those on the M1 and the M3 axes, involve
he suppression of a particular signal and so provide
natural way to test the precision of a real device.
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Before we proceed it is convenient to define an
nalogous Q-space representation �Q1, Q2, Q3� for the
lectrical input parameters by

Q1 � �1
2 � �2

2,

Q2 � 2�1�2 cos��1 � �2� � 2���̃1�̃2*�,

Q3 � 2�1�2 sin��1 � �2� � 2���̃1�̃2*�, (7)

here Q0 � �1
2 	 �2

2 � �Q1
2 	 Q2

2 	 Q3
2�1�2 is the

um input electrical power. Physical interpreta-
ions for these parameters correspond with the

-space equivalents �see Fig. 2�a� for a diagrammatic
escription�.

ig. 2. �a� Q-space diagram. Axis labels are visual reminders of
elative amplitudes and phases of input electrical signals �try to
isualize the display of a cathode-ray oscilloscope run in the X–Y
ode with �1 and �2 as the X and Y inputs�. �b� M-space diagram.
xis labels are optical amplitude phasors whose end points oscil-

ate at the modulation frequency. For � � ��2 there is a graphic
ransfer correspondence between �a� and �b� according to Eqs. �9�.
c� In general the transfer function of the QVM, Eqs. �8�, takes a
phere of constant input power in Q space and returns an ellipse in

space. A cross section is shown for the selection of values for �.
SB, single sideband.
10
Now we can rewrite the QVM transfer function, Eq.
3�, in terms of M-space and Q-space parameters:

M0 �
1
4

�Q0 � Q2 cos����,

M1 �
1
4

�Q0 cos��� � Q2�,

M2 �
1
4

sin���Q1,

M3 � 

1
4

sin���Q3. (8)

Proof of this transfer function is outlined in Appen-
ix B.�
Since the modulation power M0 depends partly on

2 �hence on the detail of the input signals, not just
he overall input power Q0�, a sphere of constant
lectrical input power in Q space does not, in general
ap to a sphere of constant modulation power in M

pace. In fact Eq. �8� describes a transfer function
rom a sphere in Q space to an ellipsoid in M space.
t can be shown that the ellipsoid is centered at �M1,

2, M3� � �Q0 cos����4, 0, 0� and has radii �Q0�4, Q0
in����4, Q0 sin����4� and an eccentricity of � �
cos����. The ellipse is always prolate with a long
xis aligned with the M1 axis and always has one
ocus at the M-space origin. The orthogonality of
he axes is preserved in the transformation, which
onsists only of a translation �the ellipsoid is not or-
gin centered� and a dilation �the ellipsoid is
quashed in the M2 and M3 directions�. The center
oint and proportions of the ellipsoid are parameter-
zed by the input light’s polarization parameter �
Fig. 2�c��.

A special case occurs for � � ��2 �circular input
olarization� when Eq. �8� reduces to

M0 �
1
4

Q0, M1 �
1
4

Q2,

M2 �
1
4

Q1, M3 � 

1
4

Q3. (9)

Here a sphere in the Q space maps to a sphere in
he M space. This case is particularly instructive as
igs. 2�a� and 2�b� take on new significance; there is
ow a direct graphical correspondence between the
wo spheres, in accordance with Eq. �9�. So, an ex-
mple of these spheres as a visual tool is that we can
ee at a glance that the PM operating point is ob-
ained by running both crystals with equal in-phase
lectrical inputs or that a single sideband is obtained
y running both crystals with equal inputs in-
uadrature.

. Experimental Demonstration

. Approach

he following characterization experiment was de-
igned to measure the amplitude and phase response
September 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 26 � APPLIED OPTICS 5083
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f a prototype QVM device with respect to both the
M and the PM output states. In particular, we

ocus here on two kinds of measurement, those that
easure the variability of the QVM device and those

hat measure the purity of the modulations that the
VM device can produce. By variability we refer to

he capability of the QVM prototype to tune around
he parameter space of the modulations or dial up a
articular modulation in a predictable, theory-
atching fashion and with a reasonable level of pre-

ision. By purity we mean the QVM prototype’s
bility to accurately attain a particular modulation
especially those that involve suppression of a fre-
uency line� and to hold that modulation indefinitely
ithout drifting.

. Experimental Layout

he QVM prototype itself was built by modifying a
ommercial electro-optic amplitude modulator. The
ype of amplitude modulator that we used �a New
ocus broadband amplitude modulator, Model 4104�

s almost identical to the QVM in Fig. 1�a� except that
he two electrodes are hard-wired together with an-
isymmetric polarity, giving only one input. The
rototype QVM was built by separating these two
lectrodes so that independent voltages could be ap-
lied to the two crystals.
The experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The polariza-

ion of a laser source was prepared with a half- and
uarter-wave plate in series, and the laser source was
assed through the QVM, which we operated at �m�
� � 5 MHz. A polarizing beam splitter completed
he process; the vertically polarized output carried
he modulation described in the theory above.

The horizontally polarized output was used to keep
rack of the polarization state, hence to measure the
alue of �. The polarization state used corre-
ponded to � � 75° �near-circular polarization with
he vertical component stronger� for experimental
onvenience.
084 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
Regarding the modulator itself, the original New
ocus amplitude modulator �Model 4104� carried the

ollowing specification: max V� � 300 V @ 1.06 �m.
lthough we did not explicitly measure V� for the
rototype QVM �after the modification from the orig-
nal AM device�, we point out that it should still be of
he same order of magnitude. Therefore, because
he input voltages did not exceed 10 V, the following
esults are in the small modulation depth limit as
escribed in Subsection 2.B.
A heterodyne detection scheme formed part of the
easurement apparatus, where a shunted beam was

requency shifted by �h�2� � 80 MHz with an
cousto-optic modulator, AOM. If this heterodyne
scillator beam is represented by E � �E exp�i� t�
ig. 3. Heterodyne characterization experiment layout of the
VM. A spectrum analyzer provides frequency line data �of the
irect AM beat and heterodyned copies of sidebands� for establish-
ng the purity of the QVM, while two parallel double-demodulation
ircuits provide the complete set of modulation measurables for
esting the variability of the QVM: BS, dielectric beam splitter;
�2, half-wave plate; ��4, quarter-wave plate; PBS, polarizing
eam splitter; PZT, piezoelectric actuator; AOM, acousto-optic
odulator; FB, feedback servo and HV amp; 90°, electronic phase

hifter; DC�HF, bias-T; SA, spectrum analyzer. The 5-MHz sig-
al generators are electronically phase-locked.
Table 1. Details of Significant Operating Points

Operating Point Modulations Electrical Inputs M Space Q Space

Pure PM P̃ � 0, Ã � 0 �̃1 � �̃2 �	M0, 0, 0� �0,
4M0

cos��� � 1
, 0�

Pure AM P̃ � 0, Ã � 0 �̃1 � �̃2 exp�i�� �
M0, 0, 0� �0,
4M0

cos��� � 1
, 0�

Correlated PM and AM P̃ � Ã �̃1 cos��� � �̃2 exp�i���1 	 sin���� �0, 	M0, 0� � 4M0

sin���
, �

4M0 cos���

sin2���
, 0�

Anticorrelated PM and AM P̃ � Ã exp�i�� �̃1�1 	 sin���� � �̃2 exp�i��cos��� �0, 
M0, 0� �

4M0

sin���
, �

4M0 cos���

sin2���
, 0�

Single sideband 
�m P̃ � Ã exp�i��2� �̃1 � �̃2 exp�i�� 	 ��� �0, 0, 	M0� �0, �
4M0 cos���

sin2���
, �

4M0

sin����
Single sideband 	�m P̃ � Ã exp�
i��2� �̃1 � �̃2 exp�i��
��� �0, 0, 
M0� �0, �

4M0 cos���

sin2���
,

4M0

sin����
Note: The modulation parameters, expressed in terms of both phasors and M-space parameters, are given for each point. The

lectrical inputs necessary to produce these operating points are also given �both in terms of phasors and Q-space parameters�, and these
nputs vary with the polarization parameter �.
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ith � �� 1 and is interfered with the modulated beam
rom Eq. �2�, the detected power is given by

Pdet � Ein
2�Pdc � P�m

� P�h
� P�h
�m

� P�h	�m
�,

Pdc � cos2��

2� ,

P�m
� 2 cos��

2���Ã exp�i�m t��,

P�h
� 2 cos��

2���� exp�i�h t��,

P�h
�m
� 2����Ã � iP̃�* exp�i��h � �m�t��,

P�h	�m
� 2����Ã � iP̃�exp�i��h � �m�t��, (10)

here the power components are split according to
heir respective frequencies. P�m

represents the
easurable beat because of the presence of AM, P�h

is
he beat between the carrier and the heterodyne os-
illator, and P�h
�m

and P�h	�m
represent hetero-

yned copies of the two modulation sidebands. A
pectrum analyzer was used to monitor the strength
f these frequency lines. Use of the spectrum ana-
yzer facilitated assessment of the purity of states
roduced by the QVM prototype by the observation of
perating points that involved suppression of one of
hese frequency lines.

An alternative set of measurables was obtained by
lectronically mixing the heterodyne frequencies
own to baseband by a double-demodulation scheme.
his gave a dc readout of the PM and AM amplitudes
t a selected beat phase. A complete description of
he modulation strengths and quadratures was ob-
ained in this way and was hence useful for charac-
erizing the variability of the QVM prototype.

The method of signal extraction by double demod-
lation is best understood by reworking the last two
omponents of Eq. �10� to

P�h
�m
� P�h	�m

� 2 cos��

2�
� ���P̃ exp�i�m t����� exp�i�h t��

� ��Ã exp�i�m t����� exp�i�h t���.
(11)

his signal is mixed down to the base band by de-
odulating at �h�2� � 80 MHz and then �m�2� � 5
Hz in series. The output of a demodulation is sen-

itive to the relative phases of the signals being
ixed: If the signals are exactly in-phase or out-of-

hase, the output is maximally positive or negative; if
hey are in-quadrature, the output is zero. Equation
11� shows that the �h oscillator components of the
M and PM portions are orthogonal �one is the real
omponent, the other is imaginary� so that the ap-
ropriate choice of electrical oscillator phase can force
he readout of PM only, or AM only, or some linear
ombination of the two. Similarly, the demodula-
ion quadrature of the �m stage determines the beat
hase that the output signal is projected onto.
10
The output dc component of the first stage of de-
odulation �extracted with a bias-T component� was
sed as an error signal for locking the optical recom-
ination phase of the heterodyne. This error signal
aries sinusoidally with respect to the optical recom-
ination phase, with a zero crossing where the optical
eterodyne beat P�h

and the electronic demodulation
scillator are in-quadrature. In other words, the
eedback loop locks out the heterodyne beat. Com-
aring Eqs. �10� and �11�, we see that the AM term
as the same phase as the P�h

term �that is, they both
ontain the terms ��� exp�i�ht���, so that the feed-
ack loop also locks out the AM component, leaving
nly the PM component �which has a ��� exp�i�ht��
erm�. This is an important part of the process be-
ause, without a locking loop, the demodulation
hase of the circuit would be uncharacterized and
ould also be free to drift.
In the experiment, two separate double-

emodulation schemes were used to measure PM and
M simultaneously; the �h signal was split with a 90°
lectronic splitter to ensure that the two double-
emodulation circuits scanned orthogonal modula-
ions. Hence the heterodyne locking loop connected
y using a signal from one double-demodulation cir-
uit ensured that that particular circuit was sensitive
o PM and that the other was sensitive to AM.

Regarding the second stage of demodulation, elec-
ronically phase locking the signal generators was
ufficient to time stabilize the demodulation quadra-
ure, and a known modulation was used for calibra-
ion.

. Results

igure 4 shows spectrum analyzer traces for four
perating points to demonstrate the suppression ca-
abilities of the device. The suppression factors are
4.9 and 39.5 dB for the left- and right-hand side-
ands �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��. In Fig. 4 the frequency
ines are suppressed down to the electronic noise
oor, so that higher suppression factors may be pos-
ible. A more detailed trace exhibiting sideband
uppression is given in Fig. 5 with a 35.2-dB relative
uppression recorded.
We measured around 38-dB suppression of the AM

eat compared with a similar-input-power pure-AM
tate �Fig. 4�c��. In Fig. 4�c� and the other diagrams
n Fig. 4 we show max-hold data, demonstrating that
he device is highly stable, maintaining these oper-
ting points without significant drift on the time scale
f hours.
In Fig. 4�d� the carrier is suppressed by selecting

he AM operating point and setting � � � �horizontal
olarization�. The heterodyne measurement of the
arrier is down by around 30 dB, from which we can
nfer that the carrier power �which goes as the square
f the heterodyne measurement� is down by 60 dB.
his heterodyne measurement is further supported
y observing that the first and the second harmonics
f the direct AM beat are approximately equal, which
s consistent with the fact that the carrier �as mea-
September 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 26 � APPLIED OPTICS 5085
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ured by the heterodyne� is approximately 6 dB
eaker than the sidebands.
We were especially careful to validate this hetero-

yne measurement of the carrier, because the di-
ectly detected power dropped by only 40 dB. The
eason for this is that the majority of the residual
arrier power was now in a higher-order, odd spatial
ode �easily verified by looking at the intensity pro-

le of the beam�, which did not interfere efficiently
ith the heterodyne oscillator beam. The higher-

rder modes were thought to result from a spatially
onuniform polarization of the light exiting the QVM,
hich, when subsequently passed through a polariz-

ng beam splitter, produced modes reflecting the sym-
etry of the modulator. As such, for applications in
hich spatial-mode interference is important the em-

ig. 4. Spectrum analyzer traces of heterodyne measurements of
our pure operating points. Frequencies of interest are 5 MHz
direct AM beat�, 80 MHz �heterodyne-carrier beat�, and 75 and 85

Hz �heterodyne-sideband beats�: solid curve, data averaged
ver a few seconds; dashed curve, max-hold data acquired over
pproximately 1 h; arrows, curves that have been suppressed. �a�
pper single sideband �lower sideband suppressed by 34.9 dB�, �b�

ower single sideband �upper sideband suppressed by 39.5 dB�, �c�
ure PM �AM beat suppressed by around 38 dB�, �d� carrier sup-
ression �heterodyne beat suppressed by around 30 dB�.

ig. 5. More detailed spectrum analyzer trace of sideband sup-
ression with a 35.2-dB difference between sidebands. Fre-
uency lines at 72.1, 86.1, and 87.7 MHz are from radio
nterference with the electronic equipment.
086 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
loyment of a mode-cleaner cavity with free spectral
ange equal to the modulation frequency �or one of its
nteger divisors� should solve the problem.

In an attempt to confirm the variability of the QVM
rototype, we endeavored to map significant paths in
he modulation parameter space. Figures 6 and 7
how the result of sweeping through M space in two
ardinal directions, varying the relative phase be-
ween the two �constant amplitude� electrical signals
nd varying the amplitude of one electrical signal
hile keeping the other signal amplitude, and the

elative phase, constant. For matters of calibration
he QVM was initially set to the PM operating point
this initial state was used as the reference in label-
ng in-phase and quadrature components�, and the
elative gains and phases of the two double-
emodulation circuits were measured and factored
ut through correspondence with spectrum-analyzer
ata. The input polarization was set to be elliptical
ith a vertical component slightly larger than the
orizontal component. The results show that
hanging the phase between the two electrical signals

ig. 6. �a� Modulation ellipse showing the trajectory of the mea-
urement sweep through parameter space where the phase differ-
nce between the electrical signals, � � �1 
 �2, is varied through
60°. �The ellipse has an �exaggerated� � of �53°.� �b� Double-
emodulation measurements of PM �squares and diamonds, in-
hase and quadrature components, respectively� and AM �plusses
nd crosses, in-phase and quadrature components, respectively�
ith corresponding theoretical predictions �solid curves�. The
ajority of modulation present is either PM or quadrature AM as

redicted. This plot corresponds to � � 75°, a value derived by
easuring, from corresponding spectrum-analyzer data, the phase
at which the single-sideband operating points occur. When we

se a result from Table 1, phase � between the pure AM operating
oint and either of the single-sideband operating points is precisely
qual to �.
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roduces AM in-quadrature to the original PM,
hereas changing the amplitude of one electrical sig-
al generates AM in-phase with the original PM.
he data points are generally in good agreement with

he theoretical predictions. Some small systematic
rrors are apparent and are thought to be associated
ith unmatched electrical and optical impedances
etween the two crystals and possibly to do with
lightly unmatched optical-power levels probing each
rystal �i.e., a violation of our original assumption
egarding polarization states�. Overall the device is
hown to be highly predictable and that one can
ial-up a particular modulation state on call, having
alibrated the device initially.

It is instructive to note that the cardinal operating
oints are not evenly spaced when sweeping across
he parameter space. In particular, we see that the
wo single-sideband operating points are shifted to-
ard the AM operating point in Fig. 6, and the cor-

elated PM and AM operating point is similarly
hifted in Fig. 7, relative to the perpendicular. This
s a product of the noncircular polarization of light

ig. 7. �a� Modulation ellipse showing the trajectory of the mea-
urement sweep through parameter space, where the strength of one
lectrical signal �2 is varied from 	5.1 to 
5.1 V. The sweep in-
olves varying the overall input electrical power, so that the modu-
ation trajectory does not stay on the ellipse surface and instead
races out a parabolic curve. �The ellipse has an �exaggerated� � of
53°.� �b� Double-demodulation measurements of PM �squares
nd diamonds, in-phase and quadrature components, respectively�
nd AM �plusses and crosses, in-phase and quadrature components,
espectively� with corresponding theoretical predictions �solid lines�.
here is diverging agreement in the PM that may be caused by

mperfectly matched electrical impedances for the two crystals. As
n Fig. 6 the location of the correlated PM and AM point is shifted
oward the pure AM point by �0.7 V out of 5.1 V, and, referring to
able 1, this corresponds to a value of � � 75°.
10
nput into the modulator device and can be under-
tood by reviewing the modulation ellipses in the two
gures; the M2 and M3 axes intercept the ellipse at
oints that are closer to the AM operating point than
he PM. In fact this provides us with a means of
alibration of the relative transfer-function ampli-
udes of the PM and AM double-demodulation cir-
uits; they are set when �in Fig. 6� the PM and AM
omponents are assured to be equal at the phase �
here the single sideband is known to occur �infor-
ation that is obtained by comparison with

pectrum-analyzer data�. Also, by using the identi-
ies in Table 1, we can derive a value of the polariza-
ion parameter: � � 75°.

Figure 8 shows scans of the local region near the
M operating point, with deviations in four direc-
ions. These data were taken with an offset-locking
pplication in mind, as discussed above. The in-
hase PM component �in-phase by definition� is by far
he dominant signal and has been scaled down by a
actor of 10 to fit in the graphs. As expected the
VM device can produce AM that is in-phase with

ig. 8. �a� Modulation ellipse showing short-range trajectories de-
igned to map the local region near the PM operating point. The
lectrical parameters, � � �1 
 �2 and �2, were varied to achieve
hese results with units worth 5° and 0.44 V, respectively. �b�, �c�,
d�, �e� Double-demodulation measurements of PM �squares, dia-

onds, in-phase and quadrature components, respectively� and AM
plusses and crosses, in-phase and quadrature components, respec-
ively� with corresponding theoretical predictions �solid lines�. Pa-
ameters varied were �b� �, �c� �2, �d� � and �2 together with the same
olarity, and �e� � and �2 together with opposite polarities. Note:
he in-phase PM data points �squares� have been scaled down by a
actor of 10 to fit in the diagram. Also the systematic error in the
uadrature PM data is probably due to an electronic phase drift
etween signal generators, causing a small amount of in-phase PM
ata �which is an order of magnitude stronger� to couple across.
September 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 26 � APPLIED OPTICS 5087
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he present PM, or AM that is in quadrature with the
resent PM, by changing the relative electrical signal
mplitudes or phases, respectively. In addition both
f these parameters can be varied together or oppo-
itely to give independent control over the two
uadratures of AM resulting. Note that in the case
f producing both in-phase and quadrature AM, a
mall component of quadrature PM appears. �In
ther words the phase of the PM changes relative to
hat of the pure PM point used for the initial calibra-
ion.� In fact the quadrature PM data have a notice-
bly larger systematic error than the other three
ignals. This is most likely due to pollution from its
n-phase counterpart, caused by the demodulation
scillator’s phase drifting marginally. �This was ob-
erved to happen in spite of the electronic phase lock-
ng between signal generators.�

A number of experimental difficulties deserve men-
ion. As described in the context of the carrier-
uppression results the QVM produced a spatially
arying polarization state, which produced a small
ercentage of higher-order spatial modes when a po-
arization component �of the order of 1% of the overall
ower� was selected out. This interfered with our
bility to directly measure the polarization, which we
id by measuring the overall detected power while
otating a diagnostic half-wave plate placed before the
olarizing beam splitter, PBS. In this way we mea-
ured a value of � � 70° for the results in Figs. 6–8,
ompared with � � 75° measured by inference from
pectrum-analyzer data. We assign a reasonably
arge error to the direct measurement value because of
he presence of the higher-order spatial modes, and we
avor measuring � by inference from the data.

The overall optical path lengths of the modulating
rystals were found to change significantly as they
armed up after the laser was started. The dual-

rystal design of the device goes a long way toward
inimizing this problem, and we have seen that the

evice is stable once it has warmed up. However,
ong-term drift of the crystal lengths is possible, having

direct effect on the polarization state leaving the
evice. We propose that, in circumstances in which
his becomes a problem, a feedback loop be employed to
ock the polarization state. A possible scheme would
ee the power level out of one PBS port monitored and
sed as a feedback signal �minus an offset equal to the
esired power level� to the dc optical path length of one
f the crystals, thus compensating for a mechanical
ath-length change by feeding back to the refractive
ndex.

Finally the electrical impedances of the two crystals
ere not well matched for two reasons: the electron-

cs were not identical, and the crystals themselves had
ood and bad spots that generated varying levels of
odulation. In general terms, careful alignment can

argely overcome this problem and return the two crys-
als to an equal footing. The differing electrical im-
edances complicate the issue of generating a local
scillator with the phase-tracking property discussed
bove, since voltages V1,2 and modulation depths �1,2
re not then related by the same factor. We submit
088 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
hat the device tested here is merely a prototype and
hat careful management suffices to deal with these
ssues as the need arises.

. Conclusion

e have presented a thorough investigation, both
heoretical and experimental, of a prototype quadra-
ure variable modulator �QVM�. The electrical-to-
ptical transfer function of the device was derived,
oth in terms of electrical and optical phasor nota-
ion, from using a geometric-phase modulation
phere representation. Both pictures were shown to
ave merit, and a set of cardinal modulations was
escribed in each notation. We reported on an ex-
eriment to characterize the prototype QVM, which
nvolved using dual double-demodulation circuits to

easure both AM and PM components simulta-
eously. Data sets were obtained and analyzed to

llustrate the variability and purity characteristics of
he device; the device was shown to be highly predict-
ble and capable of highly pure states. Applications
or the QVM were discussed.

ppendix A: Derivation of the Transfer Function of the
uadrature Variable Modulator

n outline of the derivation of Eq. �3� follows. First,
e find the �more general� transfer function of the
VM when we allow the input beam to have any
olarization. At the end we simplify to the subcase
escribed above.
The input beam’s polarization is characterized by

wo electric-field phasor components, L̃ � L exp�i�L�
nd R̃ � R exp�i�R�, as defined in a set of left- and
ight-diagonal spatial coordinate axes �with unit vec-
ors L̂ and R̂, respectively�. The electric field exiting
he QVM can be written as a vector �to include po-
arization information� as

EexitingQVM � �L̃ exp�i���1 exp�i�m t���L̂

� R̃ exp�i���̃2 exp�i�m t���R̂�exp�i�t�.
(A1)

�From hereon we suppress the exp�i�t� term for
revity.� When the vertically aligned linear polarizer
equivalent to taking a dot product with the vector �L̂

R̂��2� is passed through and the complex exponen-
ials to first order �hence assuming ��̃1,2� �� 1� are
xpanded, the vertical electric-field amplitude becomes

Eout �
1

�2
�L̃�1 � i���̃1 exp�i�m t���

� R̃�1 � i���̃2 exp�i�m t����. (A2)

Next we collect dc and oscillating terms and factor
ut the overall optical phase:

Eout �
L̃ � R̃

�2 �1 �
i�L2 � L̃R̃*�

�L̃ � R̃�2
���̃1 exp�i�m t��

�
i�R̃L̃* � R2�

�L̃ � R̃�2
���̃2 exp�i�m t��� . (A3)
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Now we work to separate real and imaginary com-
onents for the oscillating terms:

Eout �
L̃ � R̃

�2 �1 � ����R̃L̃*���̃1 � �̃2�

�L̃ � R̃�2
exp�i�m t��

� i����R̃L̃*���̃1 � �̃2� � L2�̃1 � R2�̃2�

�L̃ � R̃�2

� exp�i�m t��	 . (A4)

These real and imaginary oscillating terms corre-
pond to AM and PM, respectively, so we parameter-
ze by

Eout �
�L̃ � R̃�

�2
� ��Ã exp�i�m t�� � i��P̃ exp�i�m t��

(A5)

ith

P̃ �
��R̃L̃*���̃1 � �̃2� � L2�̃1 � R2�̃2�

�2�L̃ � R̃�
,

Ã �
��R̃L̃*���̃1 � �̃2�

�2�L̃ � R̃�
, (A6)

here the net optical phase shift has been dis-
arded. Equations �A5� and �A6� constitute the
eneral QVM transfer function for arbitrary input
olarization. Note that the PM component does
ot have the property of tracking the phase of the
um of the input electrical signals, since it generally
epends on these inputs in different proportions.
his is one reason why we chose to restrict the
olarization to a subset.
If we choose said subset, L � R � E �2 �equal
in

10
ower in the two polarization axes�, and define � �

R 
 �L as the phase between the two polarization
omponents, the equations reduce to

Eout � Ein cos��

2� � ��Ã exp�i�m t��

� i��P̃ exp�i�m t��, (A7)

P̃ �
Ein

2
cos��

2���̃1 � �̃2�,

Ã �
Ein

2
sin��

2���̃1 � �̃2�. (A8)

Equations �2� and �3� are the same as these but
ith a dimensionless definition of P̃ and Ã.

ppendix B: Derivation of the Transfer Function of the
uadrature Variable Modulator for Q- and M-Space
arameters

n outline of the derivation of Eqs. �8� follows. As
ith Appendix A we derive the Q-space to the
-space transfer function of the QVM for any input

ight polarization state. At the end we reduce the
quations to the case in which the allowed polariza-
ions are restricted. The derivation consists of
ransforming parameters P̃ and Ã to M-space param-
ters �M1, M2, M3� by using Eqs. �6� and transforming
arameters �̃1 and �̃2 to Q-space parameters �Q1, Q2,
3� by using Eqs. �7�, hence converting Eqs. �A6� from

ne set of coordinates to another.
First, it is convenient to write a few intermediate

erms by using Eqs. �A6� as a starting point. We
lso convert to Q-space parameters �by Eqs. �7�� as we
o:
P2 � P̃*P̃ �
��R̃L̃*�2�Q0 � Q2� � 2L2R2Q2

2�L̃ � R̃�2

�

1
2 ��L4 � R4�Q0 � �L4 � R4�Q1�

2�L̃ � R̃�2

�
��R̃L̃*���L2 � R2�Q0 � �L2 � R2�Q1 � �L2 � R2�Q2�

2�L̃ � R̃�2
, (B1)

A2 � Ã*Ã �
��R̃L̃*�2�Q0 � Q2�

2�L̃ � R̃�2
, (B2)

��P̃Ã*� �
��R̃L̃*���R̃L̃*�Q1

2�L̃ � R̃�2

�

1
2 ��R̃L̃*���L2 � R2�Q0 � �L2 � R2�Q1 � �L2 � R2�Q2�

2�L̃ � R̃�2
, (B3)

��P̃Ã*� �

��R̃L̃*����R̃L̃*� �

1
2 �L2 � R2��Q3

2�L̃ � R̃�2
. (B4)
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Things can be simplified somewhat by using a
tokes parameter representation for the polarization

rom this point. Here we �unusually� define the
tokes parameters in terms of left- and right-
iagonal electric-field components �equivalent to ro-
ating the usual X–Y axes counterclockwise by 45°�:

S0 � R2 � L2,

S1 � R2 � L2,

S2 � 2 RL cos��� � 2��R̃L̃*�,

S3 � 2 RL sin��� � 2��R̃L̃*�, (B5)

hen Eqs. �B1�–�B4� become

P2 �
1
4 �S0 Q0 � S1 Q1 � S2 Q2 �

S3
2

2�S0 � S2�

� �Q0 � Q2�� ,

A2 �
1
8

S3
2

S0 � S2
�Q0 � Q2�,

��P̃Ã*� �
1
8 �S3 Q1 �

S3 S1

S0 � S2
�Q0 � Q2�� ,

��P̃Ã*� � 

1
8

S3 Q3. (B6)

These intermediate quantities are then converted
o M-space parameters �by Eqs. �6��. We write the
esult here in matrix form:



M0

M1

M2

M3

� �
1
4 


S0 
S1 S2 0

S2 �
S1

2

S0 � S2

S1 S0 �

S1
2

S0 � S2
0


S1 S3

S0 � S2
S3

S1 S3

S0 � S2
0

0 0 0 
S3

�
� 


Q0

Q1

Q2

Q3

� . (B7)

Equation �B7� is the general Q- to M-space transfer
unction for the QVM with any input polarization.
t gives further insight into the manner in which
hoosing L � R affects the properties of the system.
arameters M1 and M2 depend on both Q1 and Q2,
hich means that a sphere in the Q space is distorted

n the M1-M2 plane by the transformation. The re-
ulting surface is an ellipsoid whose major axis is no
onger collinear with the M1 axis but is at an angle
ubtended in the M1-M2 plane. This distortion cer-
ainly interferes with most of the favorable properties
f the system. For example, none of the poles of the
llipse coincides with a coordinate axis, making any
f the six operating points discussed more compli-
ated to find.

The restriction on polarization states discussed in
090 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 26 � 10 September 2004
he text is equivalent to setting S1 to zero �which in
urn forces S0 � Ein

2, S2 � Ein
2 cos���, and S3 � Ein

2

in���� when Eq. �B7� reduces to



M0

M1

M2

M3

� �
Ein

2

4 

1 0 cos��� 0

cos��� 0 1 0
0 sin��� 0 0
0 0 0 
sin���

�
� 


Q0

Q1

Q2

Q3

� . (B8)

Once again, Eqs. �8� are the dimensionless equiv-
lent of this, where Ein is external to the definition of
he M-space parameters.
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